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who would force the light back into the maternal darkness
from which it was born, The devil has throughout a true
Epimethean thinking, the "nothing but" intellectual
attitude, which reduces everything living to original
nothingness. The naive passion of Epimetheus for the
Pandora of Prometheus becomes Mephistopheles' devil's
plot for the soul of Faust. And the cunning foresight of
Prometheus in declining the divine Pandora is expiated
in the tragedy of the Gretchen episode and the yearning
for Helen, with its belated fulfilment, and in the endless
ascent to the heavenly Mothers (" The eternal feminine
draws us upwards").
We have the Promethean defiance of the accepted gods
in the figure of the medieval magician. The magician
has preserved a trace of primitive paganism1; in himself
there is an element still untouched by the Christian
cleavage, i.e. he has access to the unconscious that is still
pagan, where the opposites still lie together in their
primeval naivet6, beyond the reach of " sinfulness," but
liable, when accepted into conscious life, to beget evil as
well as good with the same primeval and therefore
daemonic force. ("A part of that power which ever
willeth evil while ever creaiing the good ")2.
' He is, therefore, a destroyer as well as a deliverer.
Hence this figure is pre-eminently fitted to become the
bearer of the reconciling symbol. Moreover, the medieval
magician has laid aside the antique naivet6 which is
no longer possible, and through stern experience has
thoroughly absorbed the Christian atmosphere. His
pagan element immediately urges him to a complete
Christian denial and mortification of self; his craving for
deliverance is so imperative that every possible means
1	We frequently find that it is the representatives of older nationali-
ties who possess magical powers.   In India it is the Nepaulese, in
Europe the gipsies, and in Protestant regions the Capuchin friars.
2	F<w$tt Part i, Sc. i: Studierzimmer.

